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We Automate Knowledge


Accelerating Digital Transformation and enabling knowledge workers to achieve their potential
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WATCH VIDEO




















Why Knowledge Automation?







	
		
			
Highest automation - achieve 3X more automation than traditional automation



		

	


	
		
			
			     

Quick implementation - start automating processes in weeks, not months






             

		

	


	
		
			
			     

Low maintenance cost - uses minimal team and infrastructure resources to maintain and grow






             

		

	

SEE IN ACTION




LEARN MORE
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Easy implementation – automating end-to-end processes within weeks




1.

Identify initial processes to automate



    








2.

Integrate with HIRO AI





    








3.

Start automating with our Agile Automation approach



    





















See HiroTM in action. Sign up for a free automation consultation.







SCHEDULE A DEMO










						

					
								

							

												
							Almato AI GmbH

A DATAGROUP company

Reinsburgstraße 27

70178 Stuttgart







Phone: +49 711 62030-400

Email: almato.info@datagroup.de
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